
Mobile Strike

**About Mobile Strike**

Mobile Strike is an action-packed strategy game in which players can immerse in the world of

modern warfare. 

In Mobile Strike you become a commander, head of state and strategist. You make war on hostile

forces and have to try to defend yourself with the help of elite troops, military bases or assault

vehicles. Build a strong military basis and equip your troops with the latest weapons to attack the

enemies successfully. Forge alliances with players from all over the world and become the

ultimate war strategist. 

**Mobile Strike – how does it work?**

-	Strategy game with a lot of action: Mobile Strike is an action game in which strategy is most

important. You have to build military bases, form elite troops and equip yourself with different

assault vehicles like tanks or helicopters in order to defend yourself in the best way against enemy

troops. If you don’t want to play defensive but offensive, you can equip your troops with strong

arms or train your commanders. 

-	Become the strategic head of state: In Mobile Strike you not only have to build a strong troop and

military basis but also prove yourself in the strategic warfare of a modern head of state. Ally with

other players and increase your chances to damage the enemy more quickly and effectively.

Support your allies and protect them against enemy troops and try to impede your enemies in their

actions.

-	Play with millions of players worldwide: On Mobile Strike you can fight against millions of players

from all over the world. Ally with them or declare them as your enemies – the choice is up to you

and your tactic. 

Conclusion: Mobile Strike is all about action and strategy. In this action-packed strategy game you

slip into the role of a modern commander and head of state. You have to build a strong military

basis and elite troop in order to defend yourself against enemy troops. If you want to operate more

offensively, you can equip your troops with the latest arms and assault vehicles. The course of

play is completely up to you and your tactic. Since you can ally with or fight against players from

all over the world, the game always stays exciting. 


